Section Title
12.10 Loddington

Number of responses
3

Summary of main points
- Total number of Objections - 2
- Total number of Support - 0
- Total number of neither Object nor Support - 1

Statutory consultees:
None

Other consultees:
Loddington no longer has a shop. (id.65)
There is a new property that is not shown on the map. (id.65)
Objection to the designation of HVI028. (id.361), (id.494)

Implications of New National Planning Policy Framework
Refer to this section in the ‘Rural Area’ chapter summary sheet.

Summary of officer comments
The table of facilities represents a point in time and is subject to change. This updated is noted.

The base map used in supplied by Ordnance Survey which the Council are not responsible for updating and therefore we have no control over what is shown of the map used.

The Council maintains the proposed designation of HVI028, the Historically and Visually Important Local Green Spaces have been assessed in detail and their designation is supported by a robust evidence base.

Next steps
None